
Self-guided Circular Trail
The trail starts in Chestnut Avenue, Tatsfield (no official car park, please park
with consideration in Chestnut Avenue) and includes some stiles, kissing
gates and moderate slopes.  It will take about 11/2 hours.  Livestock may well
be grazing, please keep any dogs under very close control.
Follow the green marker posts which start adjacent to the SWT 
information board half way along Chestnut Avenue.
1. The earlier cleared area of scrub (to your right) is bound by a belt of 

semi-mature hardwoods, notably ash and beech with some yew.  The horse 
chestnut trees planted along the avenue are an introduced - albeit attractive -
landscaping feature.  The modern road (Clarks Lane) follows the line of the
Roman road from London to the Lewes area.

2. This former agricultural letting area was originally cleared from existing scrub
during the 1960s.  It is currently being managed to re-establish the 
conservation and ecological value and hedgerows are being retained to 
provide nesting cover and “wildlife highways”.  As you will see, some blocks of
scrub (mainly covered with Ivy) have been retained for the benefit of wildlife.

3. This section was cleared from particularly dense scrub in order to provide a
‘viewpoint’ and wildflower meadow.  To the south is another 10 acres of 
agricultural letting.  This field was re-seeded with a traditional downland sheep
grazing seed mixture.
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4. This trackway leading south may be of considerable antiquity and

once linked up with the line of the Roman road which deviates
across country towards Limpsfield Chart.

5. Above the forge go through the kissing gate to cross the grazed, 
re-seeded and reclaimed area.  Dogs must be kept strictly under
control and stock must not be disturbed.

6. The section of very dense scrub to your right is of particular value
to many species of wildlife.  Over the past few years both migrant
and native species of songbirds have flourished here. 

7. The stand of mature beech is typical of the area and will form an
eventual woodland canopy, together with whitebeam, yew, etc.  As
the programme of site management initiatives continue then the
conservation value of this site will, it is hoped, increase with the
passing years.  A few years ago very few species of birds could be
found here and few songbirds ever successfully reared their broods.
Today there are over 40 species of birds flourishing on this site.
Butterflies and some unusual wildflower species have also reappeared.

We hope you have enjoyed your visit to these two sites.  If you have any comments, 
the Countryside Ranger for these sites can be contacted on 07968 832511.
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Surrey Wildlife Trust’s mission is to protect and regenerate Surrey’s wildlife.

The Trust is a registered charity (No: 208123). In partnership with Surrey County Council we
currently manage 80 sites covering over 4,000 hectares of land, for nature conservation
and public enjoyment. This includes the Trust’s own nature reserves, SCC’s countryside
estate and land managed under access agreements with private landowners. A further
3,200 hectares are managed under a grazing contract with the MOD, making Surrey
Wildlife Trust, in terms of land managed, the largest Wildlife Trust in England.

Surrey Wildlife Trust
School Lane, Pirbright, Woking, Surrey GU24 0JN.  
Tel: 01483 795440    Email: info@surreywt.org.uk 
Visit our website: www.surreywildlifetrust.org
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Staffhurst Wood Nr Hurst Green, Oxted

Staffhurst is thought to have been wooded continually for at least a 
thousand years.  This changed in the 1930s when the wood was clear-felled
for timber.  More recently it has been managed to try and bring back 
something of its former character and Staffhurst Wood is now designated 
a Local Nature Reserve and a Site of Special Scientific Interest.  The site is
managed by Surrey Wildlife Trust and owned by Surrey County Council.  To
walk here today is to walk in the footsteps of many long 
forgotten generations who once lived and worked here. 

Self-guided Circular Trail
The trail starts from St Silvan’s Car Park, New Road, Limpsfield.  The route is
reasonably level, with some narrow boardwalks, no stiles or kissing gates and
will take about 11/2 hours following the green marker posts.
1. The grass field to your left is reminiscent of one of the original ‘assarts’ or

forest clearings cut in this area, probably during the thirteenth century.  
High Ridge Farm may well be on one of the early settlement sites in this
area.  The area of woodland which lies behind High Ridge is comprised in
part of old hornbeam coppice, which perhaps provided fuel for the farm.  
The mature oak and other hardwoods could have provided material for
building and repairs to farm implements. 
A charcoal burning tradition persisted here into the early 1900s.

2. From the gate at this point the view is across another ancient clearing in the
wood and towards other areas which are still managed by coppicing.
Coppicing is when trees are cut down at ground level and left to regrow.

3. The tarmac road was built during the Second World War when the wood
was used to store ammunition.  Also in this area, a ‘Doodlebug’ (flying bomb)
fell after being intercepted by a Spitfire pilot.  The bomb exploded on impact
and destroyed a local house just after the troops guarding the site had left to
take tea at St Silvan’s Church!

4. New Road, cross here to continue the trail.

5. Here the trail crosses one of the many ‘defensive ditches’ dug during the
1939-45 war.

6. The field to your right has been known as Plum Park since at least 1757.

7. The hard track here is again a legacy of the 1939-45 war and is made of
bricks and rubble from the London Blitz, which were recycled to 
provide foundations for tracks and a light railway system to 
serve the ammunition dump. 
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For details of public transport in Surrey call 
Traveline 0870 608 2608  www.traveline.org.uk

OS Explorer map 147
covers this area.
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8. This is the Glade and ponds.  The large old oaks here were retained when
much of the surrounding woodland was felled for timber during 1934-35.
The larger pond was re-dug in 1986 as it had become silted up.  The smaller
pond is newly created and will take longer to develop its true potential.

9. This area of woodland has been re-coppiced.
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10.From the gate a good idea can be obtained of an old ‘assart’, perhaps cut into
the “Wildwood” centuries ago. 

11.This pond was dug in 1986 and is fed by an intermittent water supply.  The
alder trees here would originally have been subject to a system of coppice
management for charcoal production.

12.A boardwalk has been built to enable easier access across this damp area.
The area to your right will eventually be opened up by coppice work, a 
traditional form of woodland management, which is of particular benefit to
wildlife.

13.When approaching this point keep a lookout for the rare and beautiful 
examples of the wild service tree.  In some areas of the country this species
is regarded as an indicator of land unlikely ever to have come under the plough.

14.This area of woodland is on the drier sandy clay and close to the springline.
Houses like Grubbs Farm and White House Farm appear to have been 
situated close to this source of fresh water supply.  The tiny pond in the
brambles, and the larger pond in association with it, are fed by a spring which
appears to run even during periods of severe drought. 

Perhaps you may care to reflect that this woodland is managed in order to
ensure that its value for plants and animals is maintained.  We shall therefore
endeavour to re-coppice some areas of the woodland specifically for the
benefit of wildlife.  The best examples of oak trees will be left to become the
‘great oaks’ in centuries to come.
The coppiced areas will provide the necessary habitat for many species of birds
and butterflies.  All these ideals will take many years to complete, but in
effect we are taking a lead from the example set us by past generations.
Staffhurst Wood has survived many historical difficulties and it is now up to
us to ensure it is preserved for future generations to enjoy.

Hill Park Estate Nr Tatsfield, Oxted

The south slopes of the North Downs are one of Surrey’s most attractive, as
well as being fauna and flora rich landscapes.  We should not forget that
people and their animals created this downland landscape over many 
thousands of years of use.  Historical changes in agricultural practice,
notably the loss of sheep grazing, has allowed scrub to grow into woodland
thereby shading out all the fragile flowers which need light to survive.
Downland is an attractive landscape but it is artificial and this walk shows
several stages of our struggle to re-establish and win back, for the future, a
fragment of old downland.  Hill Park Estate is owned by Surrey County
Council and managed by Surrey Wildlife Trust.
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